). In a separate strongly suggest that the striatum participates in prounpredictable sequence, the order of juice and water cessing information about the predictability of rewarding squirts and the time between squirts were randomized; stimuli. However, stimuli can be unpredictable in charhowever, the average time between stimuli remained acter (what stimulus arrives next), unpredictable in fixed ( Figure 1A ). The differential brain response to the time (when the stimulus arrives), and unpredictable in predictable and unpredictable sequences revealed sigamount (how much arrives). These variables have not nificant activity differences in the ventral striatum and been dissociated in previous imaging work in humans,
temporal prediction error in reward delivery was locked Changes in the predictability of these data streams act to increased activation in the nucleus accumbens. The as important markers, flagging epochs during which atliterature on instrumental and Pavlovian conditioning is tention should be redirected or learning should occur. vast; however, there is compelling evidence that distinct Indeed, formal learning theory has elevated such obserprocesses mediate these different forms of learning vations into a set of prescriptions that describe how (Berridge, 2000; Dickinson and Balleine, 2002). This situanimals learn when expectations about the world are ation suggested that different neural structures would violated (Dickinson, 1981; Mackintosh, 1983) . These be involved in instrumental and Pavlovian assays of temfindings in behavioral learning are paralleled by work poral prediction errors in reward delivery times. Accordshowing how specific neural systems respond to similar ingly, we performed a separate experiment looking for violations of expectations about reward delivery. For brain structures with activity changes correlated with example, midbrain dopamine neurons, whose activity is temporal prediction errors when no actions are required. implicated in reward processing, give transient re-
In this paper, we employed a simple classical condisponses to deviations in expectations about rewarding tioning paradigm in human subjects in which a light stimuli (Schultz, 1998) . This fact can be captured in the predicted the time of reward delivery. During training hypothesis that dopamine neurons encode a prediction (normal events; Figure 1B ), the light consistently preerror in the time and amount of reward delivery (Monceded delivery of a juice squirt by 6 s. The amount of tague et al., 1996; Schultz et al., 1997). Although this juice remained constant (0.8 ml). After 50 such pairings, function of midbrain dopaminergic systems is not suffisix catch events were randomly inserted in the pairing sequence. In these catch events, the delivery of juice is delayed 4 s beyond the time expected from training ( Figure 1D ). From single-unit recordings in monkeys, predicted light in control experiment) showed no significant differences (F 3,44 ϭ 0.55, p ϭ 0.65). catch events are expected to induce two prediction errors: less reward than predicted at the trained time (negHead motion during the experiment was unavoidable; however, motion artifacts did not contribute to any of the ative prediction error) and more reward than predicted at the unexpected delayed time (positive prediction erresults to be discussed. Event-related head movements were calculated for all of our main experimental effects ror). To control for effects related solely to the timing of events, we repeated the experiment in a separate group and were not found to be significantly different for any effect. Juice delivery during normal and catch events, of subjects using a neutral predicted stimulus. In these experiments, the light cue (yellow in color) predicted a for example, were 0.071 Ϯ 0.030 mm and 0.068 Ϯ 0.033 mm, respectively. For events with no juice delivery, there different light (red).
was likewise no significant difference between catch and normal events. Following the absence of juice delivResults ery during catch events, there was an average deviation of 0.068 Ϯ 0.035 mm. For the control period in normal In the experiment, the first two scanning runs consisted events, head motion was 0.137 Ϯ 0.089 mm. entirely of normal events in which juice delivery consistently followed the light cue at a 6 s delay. During the Positive Prediction Error: Unexpected versus third scanning run, several catch events were inserted Expected Juice Delivery during which juice delivery was delayed to 10 s following For juice delivery during catch and normal events, the the light cue. Catch events engendered two prediction sensory input was equivalent. The only difference was errors: (1) a positive prediction error for juice delivered the relative predictability of the juice delivery. Unpreat the untrained time relative to the trained time and (2) dicted delivery (catch event) was associated with greater a negative prediction error for the absence of expected changes in BOLD response in the left putamen (p Ͻ juice delivery at 6 s during catch events versus periods 0.001) than predicted juice delivery (normal event) (the of no juice delivery during normal events. We determined right putamen significant at p Ͻ 0.005). There were no which brain regions showed a correlation with these other areas of significant activation for this contrast, two prediction errors in turn. Brain regions indicated as and no regions showed significantly greater response significant were composed of five or more contiguous to predicted delivery compared to unpredicted delivery. voxels each significant to p Ͻ 0.001 (see Table 1 ).
For each of the contrasts we discuss, no regions were significant in the control experiment (cue predicts light) These findings are further exemplified by a region of be no prediction error associated with these events. We found significantly less activity following the absence interest analysis performed over those voxels in the left putamen found to be significantly affected by the negaof juice delivery during catch events than during normal events restricted to the left putamen ( increased BOLD signal following the delivery of juice caused by the absence of juice at the expected time and (2) a positive prediction error resulting from the and the delayed (unexpected) time.
unexpected delivery of juice at the delayed time. For the negative prediction error, the change in BOLD signal Region of Interest Analysis: Nucleus Accumbens was due to subjects' expectations, since no stimuli were We found no significant differential activity in the nudelivered to the subjects in order to create the effect. cleus accumbens for any contrast using regression to
We found that both of these prediction errors correlated a generic hemodynamic response (and a threshold of with differences in BOLD signal exclusively in the left p Ͻ 0.001). Based on our previous work (Berns et al., putamen (with lesser changes in the right putamen). The 2001; Pagnoni et al., 2002), we had a strong a priori positive prediction error was associated with increased hypothesis about this region. We therefore undertook a brain activity in this structure (Figure 2) , while the negaseparate region of interest analysis focusing specifically tive prediction error correlated with decreased activity on the nucleus accumbens. (Figure 3) . Neither of these effects remained when a The average impulse response function was derived separate light flash was substituted for juice in the exseparately for catch events and normal events. No asperiment ( Figure 5B ). This indicated that the changes in sumptions were made about the temporal characterisbrain activity were not due to the temporal arrangement tics of evoked hemodynamic responses. As shown in of the stimuli alone, but some property of the juice was Figure 5 , there was a much greater change in BOLD required for the effect. One possibility is that the juice signal following unexpected juice delivery than following events were behaviorally salient, i.e., the subjects knew expected juice delivery (p Ͻ 0.005, paired t test over they would have to swallow, whereas the control experisignal at 4, 6, and 8 s following time of unexpected ment required no response, and striatal responses occur juice delivery as indicated by red points). Fitting each only to prediction errors about salient events (Horvitz, individual's impulse response function with a generic 2000). hemodynamic response (HRF) and performing a t test
The fact that only one brain region showed signifiover HRF amplitudes indicated a trend but was not sigcantly different responses that correlated with predicnificant (p ϭ 0.086). This was true in spite of the fact tion errors is likely due to two main causes. First, the that the HRF provided an excellent fit to the average experiment was very simple. There were not many differimpulse response function across subjects (r 2 ϭ 0.915). ent ways for subjects to perform during the task since The average impulse response function showed no sign nothing was required except to watch for a yellow dot of a negative prediction error signal for time points foland to swallow juice. Second, the limited number of lowing the unexpected absence of juice during catch significant brain regions may be due to deviations from events. The cue was associated with a weakly positive the assumptions inherent in our analysis. In particular, response at 4 s, but this was not significant (p ϭ 0.13, the whole-brain analysis we performed assumed that paired t test versus BOLD amplitude at 0 s combined events induced a change in BOLD signal of a specific over normal and catch events). There was no difference form and that these responses summed linearly. This in the average impulse response function between catch concern is particularly relevant in this experiment due and normal events in the control experiment.
to the fact that the majority of events exist as part of a compound stimulus (light followed at a consistent time We could not employ these methods in this experiment the presentation of catch events in which juice was due to concerns over extinction of the learned lightdelivered at a delayed time relative to the predictive reward association. The raw data support our current light cue (10 s delay): (1) a negative prediction error was interpretation that we are observing strong brain recaused by the absence of juice at the expected time, sponses only to temporal prediction errors. The raw and (2) a positive prediction error resulted from the unexhemodynamic responses during the catch and control pected delivery of juice at the delayed time. For the trials (Figure 4) , which are not affected by assumptions negative prediction error, no stimuli were delivered to about the hemodynamic response, showed significant the subjects in order to produce the effect. This may deviation from baseline only at the time of the negative prove to be an important experimental manipulation for and positive prediction errors (labeled on Figure 4) , and generating responses related to potentially complex the raw time course showed no response to the initial cue. stimuli, since there is no required control stimulus.
Changes in temporal predictability have previously The use of a classical conditioning paradigm provided been observed to affect activity in the nucleus accuma framework for isolating the neural effect of temporal bens during an operant conditioning task, where the prediction errors in reward delivery. After training subtime of juice delivery was changed relative to an action jects to expect juice squirts at a fixed time (6 s) following performed by the subject (Pagnoni et al., 2002) . This a light cue, two prediction errors were induced through experiment examined the passive case, where no action the presentation of catch events in which juice was was required aside from swallowing the juice reward. delivered at a delayed time relative to the predictive While in the active case the subjects must learn a response-stimulus association, in this experiment a stimulight cue (10 s delay): (1) a negative prediction error lus-stimulus association must be learned. Interestingly, activity changes in catch versus normal events in the nucleus accumbens as well (Figure 5 ), but the differthis experimental difference was enough to cause a different activation pattern. Unpredictability in our study ences were not significant in a regression analysis using a standard hemodynamic response function (Friston et correlated with greatest activity changes in the dorsal striatum, particularly in the left putamen. In Pagnoni et al., 1994) . Until the past few years, activation of reward pathways al., the focus was on the ventral striatum, including the nucleus accumbens. We observed significantly elevated had been observed using fMRI only during intravenous 
Stimulus Paradigm
To date, the evidence is strongly in favor of this hypotheSubjects were instructed that they were involved in a task designed to study reward processing. They were told that they would not be sis. We have aimed at testing it directly (Berns et al., 
